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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 0/0
Item ID: ST-Q21FM
EAN: 810086361236
Size: 100 x 180 x 45 mm
Weight: 0 g

Recommended price

1 149 SEK

Experience seamless charging like never before with the Satechi 2-in-1 Foldable Qi2 Wireless Charging
Stand. Designed for efficiency and convenience, this charger powers both your iPhone and AirPods,
ensuring optimal charging with new Qi2 technology. Whether you're at home or on the go, our wireless
charging stand will keep your devices powered and ready in style.

Latest Qi2 Technology with doubled charging speed
Two-In-One Charging Solution
Foldable and Travel-Friendly
Crafted with Premium Materials
StandBy Mode Support

Latest Qi2 Technology
Boasting the latest Qi2 wireless charging standard, the Satechi Charging Stand provides a powerful
magnetized connection. This secure alignment allows your iPhone to charge efficiently with up to 15W
of power as opposed to the 7.5W limitation of standard Qi devices and also supports 5W charging for
your AirPods.

Two-In-One Charging Solution
Forget the hassle of multiple cables. Our charger is designed to power your iPhone and AirPods
simultaneously using a single cable. The magnetic charging puck and the dedicated base for AirPods
simplify your charging setup, making it cleaner and more efficient. Stand boasts powerful integrated
magnets that are secure enough to hold heavier phones. The improved magnetic connection ensures
proper coil alignment for an optimally efficient charge. 

Foldable and Travel-Friendly
Carry your charger wherever you go. This 2-in-1 charger boasts a foldable design that is perfect for
travel. Lightweight and compact, it fits easily into your luggage, making it an essential accessory for
your trips.

Crafted with Premium Materials
Satechi believes in quality and sustainability. This charging stand is constructed with high-quality
aluminum and features a scratch-resistant vegan leather base. Durable and designed to last, it
combines style with functional design.

StandBy Mode Support
Utilizing iOS 17’s StandBy mode, the Satechi Charging Stand allows you to view essential notifications
in landscape mode while charging. Stay updated with your incoming calls and messages more
seamlessly.

Package includes

2-in-1 Foldable Qi2 Wireless Charging Stand
USB-C Cable
User Manual

Product specifications

Compatibility: All Qi-compatible devices, optimized for iPhone
Connector Type: USB-C
Charging Speed: up to 15W for iPhones, 5W for AirPods
Dimensions: 90mm x 90mm x 155mm
Weight: 271.8g
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